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Unique Value of In-situ Aircraft Sampling 

The ability to probe tracers both in the vertical and the 
horizontal at multiple scales, enabling: 

• Determination of spatial variability of tracers (CO2 as example 
here) 

• Direct constraint of regional-scale fluxes from airmass-
following experiments 

• Model testing:  diagnosis of errors in atmospheric modelling 
(e.g., PBL ht, wind vectors, convection) 

• Validation of space-borne sensors 
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•  Determination of spatial variability of CO2 and other 
tracers 

•  Direct constraint of regional-scale fluxes from airmass-
following experiments 

•  Model testing:  diagnosis of errors in atmospheric 
modelling (e.g., PBL ht, wind vectors, convection) 

•  Validation of space-borne sensors 
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Models of the Atmosphere Divide it Up into 
Many Individual Boxes (gridcells) 

For spatially heterogeneous field of 
CO2 concentration over land, there 
is can be large differences 
between an observation at a point 
location and the gridcell-averaged 
value.   (“representation error”) 



Representation Error derived from Spatial simulation for 
CO2, based on Variogram 
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error dependent 
on grid size (hor. 
resolution) and 
spatial variability 
of tracer 



Representation error: continent vs ocean 
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•  Determination of spatial variability of CO2 and other 
tracers 

•  Direct constraint of regional-scale fluxes from 
airmass-following experiments 

•  Model testing:  diagnosis of errors in atmospheric 
modelling (e.g., PBL ht, wind vectors, convection) 

•  Validation of space-borne sensors 
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Objective:  test method for providing tight atmospheric 
constraint on fluxes in targeted regions 

Lin et al., “Measuring fluxes of trace gases at regional scales by 
Lagrangian observations”, J. Geophys. Res. [2004]. 

Planning and Analysis of “Air-Following” Experiments 
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Planning and Analysis of “Air-Following” Experiments 
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•  Determination of spatial variability of CO2 and other 
tracers 

•  Direct constraint of regional-scale fluxes from airmass-
following experiments 

•  Model testing:  diagnosis of errors in atmospheric 
modelling (e.g., PBL ht, wind vectors, convection) 

•  Validation of space-borne sensors 



Atmosphere Serving as an Integrator.  But need 
to know how big box is! (mixed-layer height) 

Fig. 18.15 of Meteorology Today, by C. Donald Ahrens 

Mixed-layer 
height controls 
size of box over 
which fluxes are 
diluted 



Atmosphere Serving as an Integrator.  But need 
to know how big box is! (mixed-layer height) 
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Tropical land 



Mixed-Layer Biases 

Normalized Gross Error (NGE) 

WRF mesoscale 
model fields 
compared against 
radiosonde data 

€ 

NGE =
mean(model) −mean(obs)

mean(obs)
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Aircrafts yield rich 
datasets with which to 
test models 



•  Determination of spatial variability of CO2 and other 
tracers 

•  Direct constraint of regional-scale fluxes from airmass-
following experiments 

•  Model testing:  diagnosis of errors in atmospheric 
modelling (e.g., PBL ht, wind vectors, convection) 

•  Validation of space-borne sensors 



Satellite Weighting Function (example from MEOS) 

(results from Thomas Kurosu, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics) 

Aircraft measurements can help 
probe troposphere and contribute to 
validation efforts 



Column CO2 Measurements from Satellites? 

Column amount would be 
insensitive to mixed-layer height 

Even better:  if we could separate 
out column into at least two pieces 
of information 
1) within mixed-layer 
2) free troposphere 

CO2 vertical profiles measured by aircraft 
(COBRA field campaign) 



Comparisons to Column CO2  



Conclusions and Future Steps 

•  Aircraft observations provide unique information on the spatial 
variability of tracers 

•  Airmass-following experiments yield constraints on regional 
fluxes for targetted areas:  e.g., boreal forest fires, carbon loss 
in pine beetle-infested forests, methane release in Arctic 

•  The high-resolution atmospheric observations are valuable for 
improving models 

•   Aircraft data help in satellite validation efforts  

=> Aircraft sampling is an important complement and 
addition to satellite observations! 


